
Amiri Baraka’s Dutchman



-Hyperviolence

-Confined space 

-Chance encounters

-Blurring of class/racial boundaries

-Breaking of gender norms

-Movement/mobility

Dutchman as Urban Play

Play Themes



-One Act Play
-Intentionally
shocking 
language

Dutchman as Urban Play

form content contexts

-Murder
-Racism
-Power

-Biographical
-Historical
-Social
-Spatial



-Biographical: Baraka’s life story intersects

-Historical: 1960s struggle, change 

-Social: Civil Rights Mvt

-Cultural: Renewal of Black culture

-Spatial: Subway car, confined, 

-Racial: tension of struggle

Dutchman as Urban Play

contexts



-Greenwich Village (Lula)

• Site of free expression/ transgressive artist space
• Excitement and danger

-New Jersey/ suburbs (Clay)

• Represents conformity, (safe) middle-class 
aspirational values

Dutchman as Urban Play

Neighborhoods, spaces

“You look like you live in New Jersey with your parents and you are 
trying to grow a beard. That’s what. You look like you’ve been reading 
Chinese poetry and drinking lukewarm sugarless tea. You look like 
death eating a soda cracker.” Lula to Clay, p. 8



“I was struck by the ambiance of the place. People in strange clothes. The supposed 
freedom well advertised as the animating dream of that mixed-Village flock I believed 
as well. It was what I needed, just come out of the extreme opposite. Suddenly, I was 
free, I felt. I could do anything I could conceive of.” (184)

“The idea that the Village was where Art was being created, where there was a high 
level of intellectual seriousness, was what I thought. And the strange dress and mores 
that I perceived even from the distant jailhouse of air force blue I thought part of the 
equipment necessary to have such heavy things go on. […] So that I did think that 
coffeehouse after coffeehouse and the other establishments down around West 4th 
and MacDougal, Bleecker or 8th Street, were filled with World Class intellectuals. And I 
felt a little uneasy just appearing on this streets or inside those places with no real 
qualifications save desire.” (185)

-Amiri Baraka, The Autobiography of LeRoi Jones/ 
Amiri Baraka.  

baraka on greenwich village

the village as site of freedom, free space, reinvention



• 1955: Emmett Till case
• Murdered for talking to 
• a white woman 

-Loving vs. Virginia case:
• 1967: US Supreme Court ruling overturns anti-

miscegenation laws 
• 2000: Alabama last state to overturn interracial 

marriage ban

Dutchman as Urban Play

transgression of racial boundaries

“The idea that you could go with a white woman seemed like one 
of the “down” aspects of the whole bohemian scene.” (191) 

Amiri Baraka, Autobiography 



Re-examination of women’s social (and sexual) roles:

• 1949: Simone de Beauvior’s The Second Sex
• 1953: Kinsey Report: Sexual Behavior in the 

Human Female
• 1963: Betty Freidan’s The Feminine Mystique

Dutchman as Urban Play

Breaking of gender norms














